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Executive Summary

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is widely recognized as one of the major public health crises of our time, one that impacts the mental health, physical well-being, and interpersonal and social relationships of patients. More than 43 million Americans suffer from mental health challenges, including PTSD, but 57% never receive treatment.1

Additionally, there is an elevated risk of suicide, attempted suicide, and suicidal ideation among those suffering from PTSD, as described in several studies. In 2016, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) disclosed that an average of 20 veterans commit suicide every day.2

This is tragic because there are evidence-based therapies that are well-established, rigorously tested, and recommended by many professional health organizations for treating PTSD. These treatments, however, are not reaching those in need.3

This disparity has led to a belief that we lack effective treatments for PTSD. Specifically, many believe we lack a basic understanding of the neurobiology behind PTSD and conclude that this calls for basic research involving animal experiments.

This report details how animal experiments fail in this regard. Instead of investing millions of dollars on animal research that doesn’t translate to humans, stakeholders must direct funding to overcoming barriers to access so that those currently suffering from PTSD can receive existing, effective treatments.

Existing, Effective Therapies to Treat PTSD

Over the past 15 years, researchers have made considerable headway in understanding and treating PTSD, as acknowledged by the VA, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), and the American Psychological Association (APA). These agencies and professional associations recognize the efficacy of targeted psychotherapies, such as cognitive behavioral therapy, exposure therapy (ET), and newer therapies such as

---

1 Nguyen et al, 2018, p. 5.
2 Sareen et al, 2005. Referenced by Hudenko, Homaifar, and Wortzel in a comprehensive article on PTSD published online by the National Center for PTSD of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.
accelerated resolution therapy (ART). Yet these effective and evidence-based treatments backed by prestigious and influential organizations have not been well integrated into practice.

Exposure therapy is one of the most studied psychotherapies used for treating PTSD. Under the guidance of a therapist, a patient gradually confronts negative memories or feared situations in a safe setting.

Another highly recommended psychotherapy is Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR), which is derived from the principles of exposure therapy. During EMDR a patient recalls a traumatic memory while focusing on a therapist-directed external signal such as hand-tapping or while following a finger. The resulting horizontal eye movements have been shown to desensitize the discomfort felt from recalling the traumatic memories.

EMDR has been rigorously tested and confirmed to be effective for treating trauma and PTSD, with multiple studies demonstrating remarkable outcomes.

One study funded by the HMO Kaiser Permanente determined that 100% of single-trauma victims and 77% of multiple-trauma victims were no longer diagnosable with PTSD after six sessions of EMDR. In another study, 77% of combat veterans were free of PTSD in 12 sessions.

A newer therapy boasting a shorter treatment time is accelerated resolution therapy (ART), which uses the same mechanisms as EMDR and adds to it imaginal exposure and re-scripting, which help the patient to reframe the trauma. A positive connotation of the memory then replaces the initial trauma.

ART is quickly gaining recognition as a first-line treatment for PTSD based on its rapid successful results. In one randomized controlled study, most patients saw relief from PTSD symptoms after fewer than four ART sessions.

---

4 Shapiro, 1989.
7 Galea et al, 2012.
8 EMDR Institute, Inc.
Existing psychotherapies are low-cost, drug-free, and highly effective, yet are vastly underutilized. These therapies are low-cost, drug-free, and highly effective at treating PTSD, yet are vastly underutilized. Barriers to access include stigma of engaging in psychotherapy, lack of awareness, and lack of clinician training.

Given the abundance of professional endorsements for these therapies and the pressing need among large populations of PTSD patients, there is dubious justification for funding animal-based studies of basic neurology. Rather, funds should go toward bridging the gaps in access to existing, evidence-based treatments for PTSD.

Human-Based Research into PTSD Causes and Treatments

Not only have researchers developed effective therapies, they have devised sophisticated and advanced methods of studying the neurobiology of the disorder in humans. Using these methods, it is possible—and preferable—for PTSD to be studied ethically and non-invasively in humans. These technologies are far more effective and cost-efficient than animal research and provide a direct way of looking at the human brain to study PTSD.

Non-invasive neuroimaging techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET) scans, and electroencephalograms (EEGs), are currently being used to map the internal components of the brain, detect PTSD pathways in the brain, and study brainwave patterns in PTSD patients. All of these technologies offer valuable, direct insight into the human brain and are so safe that they can be used on infants.

Other emerging models, such as graph theory (or graph analysis), utilize fMRI data combined with computer modeling and statistics to study how brain networks connect and interact. One graph theory study demonstrated that PTSD symptoms are a result of weakened connections between the part of the brain that processes memories and the part that provides contextual information. Additionally, graph theory has enabled scientists to confirm the differences between the neural pathways of PTSD patients and normal controls. Graph theory has enormous potential for furthering information and treatment options for PTSD and would benefit greatly from increased funding.

---

10 Spielberg et al, 2015.
There is already a massive amount of data collected about PTSD patients, and modern high-speed computers and software are now available to efficiently and thoroughly analyze that data. Computers are being used to predict drug toxicity and to match patients to the most appropriate drug for treatment.

“Organs-on-chips,” or mini organs grown from adult human stem cells, are being used to study biochemical reactions in the human body, such as testing chemicals and drug reactions for PTSD research. While still in an early stage, these mini organs that function identically to human organs are proving to be a much more accurate way of studying biochemical reactions in humans than animal tests.

Biomarkers, such as cortisol levels, are detectable substances in the human body that correlate to a specific condition, in this case stress. Currently, researchers have identified biomarkers associated with PTSD and would benefit greatly from increased funding for further research. Genetic sequencing studies also identify potential PTSD biomarkers; they have already determined several predictors of PTSD and several DNA mechanisms implicated in PTSD.12

Finally, postmortem tissue analysis is revealing much more about PTSD than could possibly be gained from animal studies. Several brain banks have opened in the last two decades in response to the need for greater access to human brain tissue. These donated human brains from deceased patients can be genetically and histologically analyzed for clues into the disorder. A recent analysis found astroglial (brain cell) scarring in those with traumatic brain injury and PTSD.13 Other studies have linked anatomical brain changes to increased production of certain cellular proteins and have revealed the epigenetic effects of PTSD, correlating postmortem tissue to actual behaviors in real patients.14

As more funds are directed toward these emerging human-based tools, our knowledge of PTSD and potential treatments will increase.

Invalidity of Animal Research to Study PTSD

Scientists are increasingly noting the fundamental flaws of animal research and how results obtained from animals do not translate to

---

13 Shively et al, 2016. The study involved looking at the brains of individuals with acute and chronic blast exposure, most of whom were clinically diagnosed with PTSD while alive.  
14 Young et al, 2015.
Tests on mice have been shown to correctly predict human toxicity with only 43% accuracy. However, tests on animals have been shown to correctly predict human toxicity with only 43% accuracy in one large study comparing human and animal drug toxicities. This is less predictive than tossing a coin. Such inaccuracy has resulted in dangerous drugs advancing to human clinical trials, and some have entered the market with serious consequences, including death.

Although mice and humans share 98% of protein-coding genes, the small differences are significant enough that this results in massive incompatibility. Animal experiments do not produce results that are predictive or relevant to humans due to these vital differences. This lack of translation is evident not just in PTSD studies, but also in decades of disease research on animals. Using the examples of diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease, this report details how extensive animal research into these disorders has failed to produce any viable treatments.

PTSD research using animals is especially problematic because a diagnosis of PTSD depends on a verbal description of symptoms, nightmares, and flashbacks, and there is no way to confirm that animals suffer from such a condition. Some researchers note the similarity in hormones released after a traumatic event, but that is not enough to make a PTSD diagnosis, and the cause could be stress alone.

Drug safety is another area in which the differences between species hamper extrapolation of data. Only 8% of investigational new drugs that test safe or effective in animals ultimately achieve approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. The other 92% pass animal trials but prove to be unsafe when they reach human clinical trials. Even the 8% of drugs that are approved often turn out to be unsafe for humans, as millions of Americans are hospitalized yearly due to adverse drug reactions and some drugs are recalled or relabeled.

Many PTSD researchers acknowledge the extreme difficulty of modeling PTSD in animals. They point out that PTSD is a complex and debilitating neuropathology with frequent overlap of symptoms and comorbidity with other disorders, including depression, anxiety disorders, drug abuse, and suicidal ideation. For these reasons, it is virtually impossible to establish an appropriate animal model that reproduces the myriad behavioral and biochemical abnormalities.

---

15 Uhl and Warner. 2015, p. 220.
16 Akhtar, 2015.
observed in PTSD patients. They note that to date, there is no single suitable pharmaceutical preparation to treat PTSD, despite years of research, millions of dollars spent, and untold numbers of animals made to suffer.

**Causing Trauma to Animals to Study PTSD**

In order to study PTSD and its potential treatments in animals, researchers first attempt to induce psychological trauma in animals. The stress, pain, and violence the animals endure is intended to provide an understanding of the neurophysiological mechanisms that cause PTSD, but there is no evidence that animals experience anything like PTSD, and, in fact, evidence points to the contrary.

The use of painful electric shocks is perhaps the most common method for inducing trauma, often in conjunction with other modes. Physical restraint is also common, wherein researchers force rats and mice into thin tubes for several hours at a time. These tubes impose total immobilization and the animal cannot make any movements at all. Another common technique involves hanging rats or mice by their tails for several minutes. When the animals stop struggling, the behavior is labeled “immobility,” and scientists consider this to be a viable indicator for PTSD.

PTSD researchers have devised a method referred to as “underwater trauma,” which simulates drowning. Animals are forced to swim for a time in a circular pool, then held underwater with a metal net for 30 seconds. Investigators posit that this method works well to induce PTSD because the animals believe they are truly drowning.¹⁸

Experimenters also tamper with an animal’s normal social and environment in order to induce trauma. Nests are destroyed, newborn babies are taken from their mothers, and small mice are pitted against large mice within a small cage in order to create extreme feelings of stress and fear.

Other experiments involve chronically stressing animals for much of their existence. Animals are exposed to excessive noise. Next, experimenters randomly expose them to electric shocks, force them to swim in freezing cold water, transfer them to an intense heat chamber, shake them in a tube, reverse their day and night cycle, and even deprive them of food and water for days at a time. The rationale for this

approach is purportedly to simulate the stress of military personnel in combat.19

Significantly, PTSD research on animals is not only harmful, but that harm is inherent in the pursuit of a traumatic psychological state. Yet despite these methods, little to no gain has been achieved in deriving treatments for PTSD, nor are advances probable through these means given that animals’ brains cannot be reliably considered to reproduce a state of human PTSD.

Financial Burden of Treating PTSD

Current PTSD treatments incur great costs for individual patients, healthcare organizations, and government agencies, with some estimates suggesting that up to $2 billion a year has been spent on veterans of the Afghanistan and Iraq wars with PTSD.20

Animal research is also extremely costly, with billions of dollars spent each year on studies that largely amount to nothing. The majority are not published, cited, or useful in finding treatment to diseases. This translates to billions of dollars and countless resources wasted annually.

Currently, it costs $1 billion and 10 years to develop a drug,21 with the vast majority failing in human trials. Drug companies and the healthcare system are also overburdened with a massive amount of post-approval failures, ensuing lawsuits, and loss in value. These costs do not include the incalculable suffering of those inflicted with diseases and conditions, or that of their families.

Researchers and companies are realizing that animal research is an ill-advised financial venture, not just for PTSD, but for all diseases. Consequently, many are decreasing funding for animal experiments, as is evidenced by a 25% reduction in animal studies in Europe between 2005 and 2009.22

Developing drugs for mental health disorders has proven to be expensive and high risk, with the vast majority of promising drugs failing after years of costly clinical trials. As a result, pharmaceutical companies worldwide are scaling back or outrightly abandoning

19 Goswami et al, p. 5.
20 Reisman, 2016.
21 Marshall et al, 2018
drug-discovery programs in neuroscience due excessive failures with mental health drugs. This includes Pfizer and Merck in U.S., GlaxoSmithKline and AstraZeneca in the UK, and Novartis and Sanofi in Europe.23

The most cost-effective solution to the PTSD crisis is to increase access to existing treatments that are proven to be safe, effective, and low-cost. One study showed that by implementing effective, existing therapies in VA facilities, the government and taxpayers would save upwards of $2,000 per veteran per year.24

Conclusion

The evidence is overwhelming: If humans are to benefit from medical and clinical advancements into PTSD, existing, effective therapies must be adequately disseminated to patients, and animals must be factored out of the research equation. Funding organizations, including government, should take into account the striking invalidity of animal research and cease funding such projects, instead investing in ethical, effective, reliable, human-based methodology. It is up to lawmakers and funders to ensure that science remains bound to the ideal of promoting human outcomes. Eliminating animal research in PTSD and other mental illnesses is essential to accomplishing this goal.

Recommendations

- Funders of PTSD research should make efforts to direct their dollars toward projects and programs that promote evidence-based treatment options.

- For basic research, investments should be made into ethical, non-invasive neurobiological research that is human relevant.

- Financial support should be directed to resolving barriers and gaps within society that currently prevent access to and delivery of care to those who desperately need help.

- Legislators should work to pass laws that fund and disseminate evidence-based treatments to PTSD patients, which would ensure that taxpayer dollars intended for the treatment of PTSD are being spent in the most logical and efficient way possible.

---

23 Abbott, 2011.

24 Meyers et al, p. 97.
I. Introduction

In recent decades, America, and indeed the world, has endured a number of catastrophic events. From the World Trade Center and other terrorist attacks to school shootings, cataclysmic hurricanes, floods and fires, and multiple wars in the Middle East, the last several decades have been inundated with traumatic events. From that trauma comes declining mental health, most notably seen as increases in the prevalence of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).

Those with PTSD experience symptoms that include flashbacks and uncontrollable thoughts about the traumatic event. Over time, these negative thoughts can lead to additional symptoms such as depression, anxiety, impaired sleep, trouble concentrating, emotional extremes, and violent outbursts. The lifetime prevalence of PTSD among adults in the United States is over 6%. Members of other subpopulations, such as active duty service members and childhood trauma survivors, suffer much higher rates of PTSD.25

Additionally, there is an elevated risk of suicide, attempted suicide, and suicidal ideation among those suffering from PTSD, as described in several studies. One 2005 study analyzing data from the National Comorbidity Survey showed that PTSD alone out of six anxiety diagnoses was significantly associated with suicidal ideation or attempts, indicating a strong relationship between PTSD and suicide. This study controlled for comorbid disorders such as anxiety and other diagnosed mental health disorders.26

While most studies into the connection between PTSD and suicide have involved veterans (in whom the link is particularly high), other population studies have been carried out in firefighters and Emergency Medical Services personnel,27 refugees,28 and the general population.29 All revealed a significant connection between PTSD and suicide. In 2016, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) disclosed that an average

26 Sareen et al, 2005. Referenced by Hudenko, Homaiifar, and Wortzel in a comprehensive article on PTSD published online by the National Center for PTSD of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.
27 Martin et al, 2017. PTSD symptom severity was significantly associated with suicide attempts.
of 20 veterans commit suicide every day.\textsuperscript{30} This clearly demonstrates the robust relationship between PTSD and suicide.

Current treatments incur great costs for individual patients, healthcare organizations, and government agencies, with some estimates suggesting that the healthcare and social costs for veterans returning from wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, were, for a two-year period, approximately $925 million.\textsuperscript{31}

Over the past 15 years, researchers have made considerable headway in understanding and treating PTSD, as acknowledged by the VA, the U.S. Department of Defense, and the American Psychological Association. These agencies and professional associations recognize the efficacy of targeted psychotherapies, such as cognitive behavioral therapy, exposure therapy, and newer therapies such as Accelerated Resolution Therapy. Yet these effective and evidence-based treatments backed by prestigious and influential organizations have not been well integrated into practice.

Because a multitude of patients do not receive effective treatments and are still suffering, there is a substantial push by both patients and supporting organizations for further research. While some of this research shows clearly that effective treatments need to be more widely disseminated, many scientists and healthcare professionals conclude that we must instead continue the search for pharmacological treatments for PTSD. These scientists either ignore or are unaware of mounting evidence supporting the use of existing therapies designed to treat PTSD.

The majority of these drug development studies waste millions of dollars on basic and translational science that produces little to no viable human outcomes. Further, in pursuing these kinds of experiments, animals are forced to undergo physical and mental suffering in ways that are clearly unethical. As such, this report calls on those who oversee funding and implementation for PTSD resources to reject animal-based research on PTSD and other mental illnesses. By laying out a compelling case for how these experiments harm animals without helping human patients, this report promotes the redirection of resources into truly effective therapies that can relieve suffering in PTSD patients.

\textsuperscript{30} Office of Suicide Prevention, 2016.

\textsuperscript{31} Foa et al, 2013.
II. Evidence-Based Treatments and Therapies for PTSD

PTSD is increasingly recognized as one of the most important public health crises of our time due to its impact on mental health, physical well-being, and associated interpersonal and social problems.\(^1\) Despite the seriousness of this burgeoning concern, the majority of people afflicted do not receive treatment.

According to the major international health organizations cited throughout this section, the best treatments for trauma-initiated mental health conditions include psychotherapies that help alter patients’ perceptions of their traumatic memories. These therapies include exposure therapy, Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR), accelerated resolution therapy (ART), and other cognitive psychotherapies.

As stated in the 2018 report produced by Mental Health America, a nonprofit organization that tracks mental illness in the U.S., over 43 million Americans suffer from mental health challenges, including PTSD, yet about 57% of adults have not received treatment. Further, “over 76% of youth with severe depression—1.7 million kids—did not receive the treatment they needed.”\(^2\)

These staggering numbers elucidate a critical issue: The problem is not a lack of existing effective treatments but rather that these treatments are not reaching those who are in desperate need of relief. Thus, bridging this gap must be the first priority in dealing with the PTSD crisis, ahead of more research into developing new therapies.

This section describes several existing PTSD therapies that are evidence-based, drug-free, and low-cost. They are the most rigorously tested, well-established, and advanced cognitive therapies available. Most of these therapies fall under the umbrella of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), which strives to change the thought patterns that are disturbing the patient’s life.

These treatments are not only effective; they are recognized by international professional health organizations, such as the World

---

\(^1\) Foa et al, 2013.

\(^2\) Nguyen et al, 2018, p. 5.
Health Organization and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The methods are fully endorsed by the U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs (VA) and the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). In their 2017 PTSD treatment guidelines, the VA and DoD both recommend individualized trauma-focused psychotherapies while recommending drug-based therapies only for patients who choose not to engage in trauma-focused psychotherapy.3

Concerning pharmacological treatments for PTSD, a systematic review and meta-analysis was carried out by Daniel Lee, MD, and a large group of colleagues in a multi-center study. They sought to evaluate the effectiveness of psychotherapy versus pharmacotherapy for patients diagnosed with PTSD. The findings indicated that as a first-line treatment, psychotherapy is generally more effective than drugs.4

Proven Evidence-Based Treatments

Exposure Therapy

One of the oldest treatments for anxiety and PTSD, exposure therapy has been around since the 1950s. It typically consists of a trained therapist guiding a patient as he or she confronts negative, fearful memories in a safe setting.5,6 The National Academy of Sciences recommends several types of exposure therapy as safe and effective, especially prolonged exposure (PE) therapy, which is strongly recommended by the American Psychological Association.7 Exposure therapy has been shown to have a high efficacy, to be more cost-effective than drug-based interventions,8,9 and to be more acceptable to patients than pharmacotherapy.10

Exposure therapy, along with the other cognitive therapies detailed in this section, is readily adaptable to different cultures and individual patients, and can be adapted to different formats.11 For instance,

4 Lee et al, 2016.
5 Galea et al, 2012.
7 Courtois et al, 2017.
8 Le et al, 2014.
9 Lee et al, 2016.
10 Foa et al, 2013.
11 Ibid.
exposure therapy can be enhanced with simulated virtual reality (VR) environments so that patients can more vividly experience aspects of their trauma to resurface the memories. It creates fictitious, safe, and controllable situations that can enhance emotional engagement and acceptance. A combined Virtual Reality with Exposure (VRE) therapy is catching on and has been the focus of several studies. Specifically, VRE has been shown to greatly augment exposure therapy by “maximizing the fit between the exposure and the patient’s feared stimuli.”

Not only has virtual reality (VR) added invaluable knowledge to the mental health field, it also presents an entirely new way to study and understand PTSD. Researchers have used VR during treatments to study the brainwaves and pathology of patients with PTSD. This allows for refinement and study of the treatment protocols without using animals as a poor and unreliable substitute. Considered a “technological revolution in mental health care,” VR allows for the repeated presentation of potentially distressing scenarios that are objectively safe. As such, VR allows patients to learn new thought patterns in a safe environment, which is one of the key aspects to successful exposure therapy.

However, even without advanced technologies, all of the meta-studies and care guidelines reviewed here, including the meta-analytical reports created by the National Academy of Sciences and the VA/DoD, identified PE therapy not only as an effective and useful tool for treating PTSD, but also as the highest-ranking therapy in strength of evidence supporting its use.

---

16 Ibid, p. 2393.
17 Norrholm, et al, 2016. Researchers in this study also measured cortisol as a biomarker to indicate efficacy of the treatment regimen. Cortisol levels decreased from baseline to the post-VR session.
18 Galea et al, 2012.
20 Cusack et al, 2016. This large multi-center study investigated, by a meta-analysis, psychological treatments for PTSD. The strongest support was for exposure therapy.
Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR)

EMDR was first introduced by North American psychologist Francine Shapiro in the late 1980s as a type of psychotherapy that helps people heal from the symptoms and emotional distress that are the result of disturbing life experiences, including PTSD.

Shapiro described the procedural details, hypotheses for its effectiveness, and a case study in her initial publication. EMDR consists of elements that are compatible with other psychological approaches, and after continued refinement, its standardized protocol now involves eight distinct phases.

During EMDR sessions, the client recalls traumatic experiences while simultaneously focusing on a therapist-directed external stimulus such as following a finger, hand-tapping, or audio that demands their attention. It has been found that the patient’s horizontal eye movements during the rhythmic task can desensitize the discomfort felt during the recall of traumatic memories. In doing this, the therapy aims to reprocess the memories and include them within the patient’s set of normalized memories. Rapid eye movements remove the psychological barriers involved in processing the images and feelings from a past trauma, and the step-by-step protocol is easy for any trained therapist to follow.

The eye movements have been studied in detail, and there are several theories that explain the success of EMDR therapy. Results from various studies have shown that the eye movements themselves alter the processing of emotional memories, specifically by aiding in the process of converting these negative memories into neutral or positive ones. This theory is supported by evidence that a fundamental symptom of

---

21 Shapiro, 1989. The editor’s note on page 211 states: “The results that are claimed in post-traumatic stress disorder are of great magnitude and rapidly achieved.” The paper gives a comprehensive account of EMDR.

22 Novo Navarro et al, 2018. A study carried out and authored by a number of researchers in Spain, Australia, and Italy. The Spanish title translates as: “25 years of Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR): The EMDR therapy protocol, hypotheses of its mechanism of action and a systematic review of its efficacy in the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder.” The eight-step protocol involves (1) patient history, (2) patient preparation, (3) evaluation of the primary aspects of the memory, (4) desensitization of the memory, (5) installation of the positive cognition, (6) body scan, (7) debriefing, and (8) reevaluation.

23 Shapiro, 1989.


25 Lee and Cuijpers, 2013. This large meta-analysis of 849 participants concluded that eye movements change the processing of emotional memories.
PTSD is a disconnection between areas of the brain responsible for memory recall and processing, as shown by studies on human PTSD patients using functional magnetic resonance imaging and other brain mapping techniques. Rapid eye movements, or any rhythmic attention-keeper, can enhance the connection between the regions of the brain that are necessary to transform traumatic memories into normalized memories, effectively relieving the symptoms of PTSD.

Since its inception more than three decades ago, EMDR has been further developed and rigorously tested in randomized trials and multiple systematic meta-analytical reviews. In addition, multiple randomized controlled and non-randomized trauma studies have consistently confirmed evidence for EMDR treatment of children and adults, including combat veterans, as the treatment of choice to achieve relief from affective distress, negative beliefs, and physiological arousal. According to the website of the EMDR Institute, Inc., of which Francine Shapiro was the founder:

More than thirty positive controlled outcome studies have been conducted on EMDR therapy. Some of the studies show that 84%-90% of single-trauma victims no longer have post-traumatic stress disorder after only three 90-minute sessions. Another study, funded by the HMO Kaiser Permanente, found that 100% of the single-trauma victims and 77% of multiple trauma victims no longer were diagnosed with PTSD after only six 50-minute sessions. In another study, 77% of combat veterans were free of PTSD in 12 sessions.

EMDR is now a top-ranked treatment for trauma and PTSD by organizations such as the American Psychiatric Association, the World Health Organization, the DoD, the VA, the American Psychological Association, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence of the United Kingdom, the National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia, and the International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies.

28 Galea et al, 2012
29 EMDR Institute, Inc.
30 Beauvais et al.
Accelerated Resolution Therapy (ART)

Developed in 2008, ART is a newer treatment that combines evidence-based psychotherapies with eye movements to accomplish emotional healing from trauma or other mental health problems. As such, it employs a two-phase approach during which, in phase one, the therapist guides the patient in recalling a traumatic event and reducing the psychological sensations associated with this memory. In phase two, the patient “replaces” the distressing images and sensations with positive ones. This is accomplished through talk therapy while a clinician guides the patient through bilateral side-to-side eye movements. Through this process, known as “Voluntary Memory/Image Replacement,” patients are able to lessen or release the pain associated with the disturbing memories through imaginal exposure and re-scripting of reactions to the memory.

ART is characterized by interventions that do not inhibit but rather serve to accelerate the natural resolution of the problem. This results in fewer sessions necessary, often only between one and five sessions depending on the issues addressed. For example, in one randomized controlled study most patients saw relief from PTSD symptoms after fewer than four ART sessions (3.7 ± 1.1).31

Using ART, most patients experience a “substantial reduction in symptoms”.32 This has been shown in several randomized, controlled experiments.33 These trials have been conducted on patients suffering from PTSD stemming from combat, domestic and child abuse, violent crimes, loss of loved ones, illness, and divorce.34

The majority of patients receiving ART also experience a significant reduction in symptoms from other related disorders, such as depression and anxiety. In one study, large, clinically significant reductions in symptoms of PTSD were consistently reported after treatment completion and at a two-month follow-up.35 Most patients who completed an average of five sessions showed a significant reduction in symptoms.

---

35 Ibid.
ART’s approach builds on techniques of imaginal exposure and re-scripting, active processes whereby the therapist helps the patient reframe the experience. Like Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR), ART is an eye movement therapy. However, there are some major differences between the two: (1) EMDR uses a variable number of eye movements, while ART uses a fixed number; (2) EMDR uses free association, while ART therapists are directive; (3) EMDR pays attention to content, whereas ART therapists focus on visual imagery and emotional sensations; and (4) EMDR is content-oriented, while ART has a procedural orientation. As a result of ART treatment, researchers maintain, patients can no longer bring up the negative images and thoughts triggered by certain events or memories.

Using these methods, researchers discovered that they could even reduce pain related to the trauma that caused the patient’s PTSD. The study analyzed neuropathic pain before and after ART interventions and showed that patients not only felt a reduction in their PTSD symptoms, but also found relief from the pain associated with injuries they received during the trauma.

While ART is newer than other therapies, it is receiving increasing attention and is supported by several controlled studies. Further, it has a low cost, high completion rate, short process, and no drug-induced side effects.

Tragically, many patients with PTSD suffer for years because of ineffective and costly treatments. More human-based research into ART and similar treatments could effectively reduce treatment time to a few hour-long sessions for the majority of patients. This could provide significant relief to patients with PTSD, as well as being a boon for the overburdened VA. The social cost of rehabilitating those suffering from PTSD as well as the economic loss from people not being able to work is highlighted in a later section. It follows that if effective treatments are available, they ought to be used without delay.

---

36 Hoge, 2015. While Hoge is a senior scientist of the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, the Walter Reed National Military Medical Center, and the Office of the Army Surgeon General, this publication reflects the author’s personal notes and is not an official position paper.

Animal Assisted Therapy (AAT)

Animals have been intricately linked with human existence for millennia. The first evidence of domestication of animals was around 10,000 to 13,000 years ago, mainly for agricultural and transportation purposes. Companion animal domestication came later. As animals became part of our homes, the animal–human bond developed. Nowadays, there is a general understanding that the animal–human bond is a reciprocal one, with animals showing loyalty, companionship, unconditional acceptance, and empathy toward their humans.

In AAT, the patient connects with one or more animals who provide comfort and support to facilitate healing and recovery from physical or mental disorders. As early as 1792, animals were part of therapy at the Quaker Society of Friends York Retreat in England. Indeed, Florence Nightingale recognized the benefits of companion animals in treatment of individuals with illness. For treating PTSD, the presence of an animal assistant encourages socialization and comforts the patient, disrupting the emotional numbing, hyperarousal, and avoidance that are common symptoms of PTSD.

Dr. Eric L. Altschuler described in 2018 several cases from media reports where traumatized victims suffering from PTSD made remarkable progress toward recovery with the assistance of animals. The animals were mostly dogs and horses. However, one individual, a combat veteran with PTSD, worked with parrots at a bird sanctuary. Coincidentally, the parrots themselves had been rescued after trauma. Altschuler concluded that symptoms of PTSD were significantly alleviated after working with animals and that AAT had its place in the recovery of those with this debilitating condition. He suggested that this form of therapy would even prevent suicide.

An earlier systematic review revealed that AAT showed great promise in PTSD and suggested that it should be used as a complementary treatment to other first-line therapies. The animals in this review were dogs, horses, and some farm animals. The individuals concerned ranged from war veterans to children. In all cases there was a marked reduction of PTSD symptoms. In particular, sleep was greatly improved.

38 Lear, 2012.
40 Galea et al, 2012.
41 O’Haire et al, 2015.
Debra Mims and Rhondda Waddell suggested in 2019 that “the goals of Animal-Assisted Therapy (AAT) is to provide long term group or individual therapy for survivors of trauma that incorporate AAT in conjunction with exposure therapy, cognitive behavior therapy, or empowerment therapy.” They give a comprehensive account of the history of AAT through modern times and mention that even rabbits and farm animals were part of the York Retreat. Even simply caressing an animal releases endorphins, the “feel-good” chemical in the body. Feelings of pain, depression, and loneliness were markedly reduced through AAT, with one study using dogs demonstrating an 82% reduction in patients’ symptoms.

A complete review of AAT is not within the scope of this work. Notwithstanding, it is clear that the unconditional and enduring support of animals confers healing on PTSD patients and can play a vital role in the recovery of PTSD victims.

Other Evidence-Based Treatments

There are a variety of other evidence-based treatments not discussed here. Most of these are cognitive treatments similar to prolonged exposure or EMDR therapies. They aim to help patients re-experience the initial trauma, normalize the memory, and cope with it. One of the hallmarks of the human mind is its ability to dramatically visualize and imagine scenarios and respond adaptively to them. All of the highly-supported therapies for PTSD tap into this capacity to activate the process of visualization, while using the exposure to negative trauma memories as an opportunity to reprocess and normalize those memories.

The key to successful application of cognitive therapies is adapting them to the patient’s needs; patient participation and compliance are the first steps to a positive treatment outcome. Additionally, cognitive therapies can be expanded or adapted to include patients who prefer different types of procedures and therapy styles.

Other well-established treatments include cognitive writing therapy, which has the same focus and general procedure, but is conducted via exchanges of writing. Even patients who prefer not to engage in talk
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therapy can engage in cognitive writing therapy. Email is discouraged because of privacy concerns; however, patients write essays that they share with their therapist over a secure online website. The therapists give feedback via the same method.\(^{45}\) Writing in itself is therapeutic, and patients are encouraged to write essays and poetry and to be creative as they go along, even illustrating their work with drawings and photographs.

Finally, researchers have established protocols for group-based cognitive therapies, which some patients prefer over individual sessions.\(^{46}\) This may lead to higher patient participation and improved patient outcomes, demonstrating yet another way that effective cognitive treatments for PTSD can be adapted to patient preferences.

**Lack of Dissemination of Existing, Evidence-Based Therapies**

Evidence-based, effective treatments for people suffering from PTSD have suffered from lack of adequate implementation. Despite the fact that EDMR, ART, and other cognitive psychotherapies have a high success rate and are recognized by a growing number of international and professional health organizations, they remain largely underutilized. Mental Health America state in their 2019 report that one-fifth of adults do not receive any kind of mental health support at all, while about two-thirds of children and young people with mental health issues do not receive treatment.\(^{47}\)

Research has identified numerous causes for the severe underutilization of the aforementioned therapies. Barriers such as access to and delivery of care exist at the patient, provider, and institutional levels. For the individual, these may be concerns about mental health stigma, lost wages or unemployment, a lack of awareness of existing resources, financial concerns, or geographical barriers. Provider barriers may be a lack of training and time commitments as well as institutional culture and rigid, internal organizational paradigms.\(^{48}\) There may even be a lack of awareness and a resistance to these effective therapy approaches due to commitment to current practice.\(^{49}\)
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\(^{45}\) Ruwaard and Lange, 2016.

\(^{46}\) Galea et al, 2012.
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Nevertheless, clinicians and their professional associations are increasingly pointing toward the urgent need for concerted action among public health stakeholders to overcome societal barriers so that evidence-based therapies can be integrated into clinical settings. Recommendations for better dissemination of these therapies include the use of novel technologies such as telehealth (or telemedicine) and other internet-based technologies, which not only are expedient and low-cost but have already proven to be successful in delivering high-quality care that is as effective as person-to-person therapy for patients with anxiety and depression.

If declared a research priority, greater funding for access to and support for these therapies would clearly address this deficiency. Given the abundance of professional endorsements for these therapies and the pressing need among large populations of PTSD patients, there is dubious justification for funding animal-based studies of basic neurology. Such a shift in funding priorities promises to significantly reduce the suffering of thousands of patients while reducing the burden of PTSD on the healthcare system. Indeed, studies have even shown that simply educating patients about PTSD can dramatically improve the outcomes of therapy.

Conclusion

Cognitive therapy approaches are evidence-based, drug-free, low-cost, and have few to no side effects. They have been in existence for several decades, have been rigorously tested, and are supported by an extensive body of scientific evidence that affirms their effectiveness.

These therapies could not have been developed or studied using animal experiments. Whereas animal researchers seek to understand the pathology of PTSD by probing the brain of a different species, tested therapies such as those mentioned above build on knowledge acquired through an understanding of human psychology and neurobiology and supported by rigorous clinical trials on humans. Subjecting animals to invasive and painful testing cannot provide this sort of vital human-relevant information.

50 Ibid.
51 Ibid.
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Evidence-based psychotherapies are exceedingly underutilized. Investments need to be made in dismantling barriers to reach more PTSD patients with known effective treatments.

Tragically, evidence-based psychotherapies are exceedingly underutilized due to a severe lack of access and gaps in the delivery of care to those who urgently need help. Neither the government nor private funders are sufficiently addressing this deficiency. Rather than calling for more research using animals as test subjects, investments need to be made in dismantling these barriers to reach more PTSD patients with treatments already known to be effective.
III. Available Methods for Studying PTSD in Humans

As discussed in the previous section, there are a number of highly effective treatments currently available for PTSD. Despite these reliable therapies, many scientists argue that animals are still necessary for fundamental research into PTSD treatments. Although there are many excellent reasons to avoid using animals for researching psychiatric disorders, perhaps the most notable is the existence of successful methods available for studying humans. In this section, we will outline these technologies and the ways in which PTSD can be studied ethically and non-invasively in human subjects.

The methods presented below provide a human-centric view of the disorder that is more accurate and revealing than any animal testing could ever be. These methods offer researchers a direct way to look at the human brain and the symptoms of PTSD. Not only can researchers gain an unprecedented view of the human brain using advanced neuroimaging techniques, but they can also amplify these techniques through computers and computational analyses to produce striking results. Using information obtained from neuroimaging and brain mapping studies, researchers have identified areas in the brain related to PTSD and the common neural networks shared by patients with the condition.¹

Below we discuss research methods and techniques that have significant applications for studying PTSD. Not only can these tools give us an incredibly accurate picture of the disorder, they can also be used to study every aspect, from behavioral changes to the nightmares it causes. While scientists claim to observe some aspects of PTSD using animal “models,” there is no way animals can provide the level of insight gained from visualizing the actual activity in the human brain.

Non-Invasive Neuroimaging Techniques

There are many methods currently in use in medical centers and clinical research centers that have the ability to explore the human body in meticulous detail. These methods are already being used in PTSD research without discomfort or adverse effects for patients. In studying

¹ Boccia et al, 2016.
PTSD using neuroimaging methods, researchers have identified many aspects of the disorder in the human brain. These technologies are so safe that they are commonly used on teenagers, children, and even infants to study brain disorders and trauma.\textsuperscript{2,3,4}

**Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)**

One of the most valuable methods used to study PTSD is fMRI. Magnetic resonance imaging uses computers and magnetic fields to map the internal components of the human body. In fMRI, the computer traces neural activity in specific brain regions by tracking the flow of blood in those areas over time. By analyzing blood flow in the brain, scientists can identify which parts of the brain require the most oxygen and, therefore, are the most active. By following the sequence of blood flow, researchers can then detect which parts of the brain are actively working together. Brain maps can be constructed showing which parts of the brain are communicating in those with PTSD versus healthy patients. Utilizing fMRI methodology in research has revealed many insights about the effects of PTSD on the brain’s physiology.

Using fMRI data, scientists have been able to track the changes that occur in the brain in real time during recall of trauma-related memories.\textsuperscript{5} It has also been used to detect the changes in brain structure, particularly cortical thinning, that occur in PTSD patients.\textsuperscript{6} A feature of fMRI is that it can be used to demonstrate clear changes in the brain before symptoms of PTSD arise. In a 2015 study, people who had been traumatized showed changes in the brain that were not evident in control groups; the authors concluded that such changes could preempt the transition to PTSD.\textsuperscript{7} Brain blood flow patterns in patients with anxiety and PTSD show significant deviation from certain neural circuits observed in patients who have not experienced trauma.\textsuperscript{8}

\textsuperscript{2} Cservenka \textit{et al}, 2015. A study investigating emotional conflicts in adolescents ages 10 to 15.
\textsuperscript{3} Carrión \textit{et al}, 2010. A study on 27 adolescents ages 10 to 17 with symptoms of PTSD. Reduced hippocampal activity was demonstrated
\textsuperscript{4} Hart \textit{et al}, 2018. A study on 70 young people ages 12 to 20 with a history of severe childhood trauma. The study was biased towards right-handedness.
\textsuperscript{5} Sadeh \textit{et al}, 2014.
\textsuperscript{6} Sadeh \textit{et al}, 2015.
\textsuperscript{7} Stark \textit{et al}, 2015.
\textsuperscript{8} Oathes, \textit{et al}, 2015. A study that compared patients who had depression and/or anxiety with those who had no evidence of either of these.
More importantly, fMRI can be used to study the effects of various psychotherapies on brain function. Some studies have even revealed how psychotherapies influence the connectivity of various brain regions. This provides clear evidence that therapy alone can directly impact the brain and relieve the symptoms of PTSD. Additionally, fMRI has been used to study the effects of different chemical substances, such as oxytocin, on the brain, demonstrating how neuroimaging can be effective for evaluating drug therapies for PTSD.

**Positron Emission Tomography (PET) Scans**

While fMRI has been used widely for PTSD and anxiety research, it is only one of several neuroimaging tools. Also widely used to study the human brain are PET scans and electroencephalography (EEG). PET scans rely on the detection of radionuclides in the brain, which clinicians inject to trace different pathways. Using PET scans, a single study was able to shed light on pathways of PTSD. Animal studies had failed to elucidate this for several decades. By imaging the brains of dozens of patients, some diagnosed with PTSD and others considered healthy controls, researchers were able to identify altered glutamate pathways in the brain. Glutamate is an important neurotransmitter that plays a role in synaptic plasticity and the formation of memories, and as such has been implicated in the pathogenesis of PTSD.

**Electroencephalography**

EEG use is similarly increasing in research and has been used to study various brainwave patterns in PTSD patients. EEGs can be used to identify different wave patterns in the brain, which can be related to various conditions. Researchers have shown that PTSD patients have decreased activity in a specific type of brainwave called an alpha wave. Further research in this area could find a way to increase alpha wave activity and reverse PTSD. EEG studies have also shown
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10 Frijling et al, 2014.
12 Holmes et al, 2017. In this study, molecular gene expression analyses using Quantitative RT-PCR were carried out on post-mortem tissue of brains of 19 individuals with PTSD and 19 individuals without PTSD. The results demonstrate that molecular analyses are a useful tool in the assessment of PTSD.
13 Taghva et al, 2015. In this study, the power of the Alpha band increased and there was a trend toward EEG normalization after stimulation of the brain with magnetic resonance therapy and simultaneous clinical improvement.
Studies have shown that EEG results can provide a significant biomarker for PTSD.\textsuperscript{14} EEGs can give direct insight into the electrical activity within the brain. They could be used effectively to study different treatments for PTSD without the use of animals or harm to human patients. Studies have shown that EEG results can provide a significant biomarker for PTSD.\textsuperscript{15}

In several of these studies, the investigation was carried out before and after the administration of drugs or hormones. Similarly, other investigations were carried out before and after therapies such as those mentioned in the previous section. Some studies used a combination of investigative procedures—for instance, EEG together with fMRI. All studies were conclusive in demonstrating either the presence of PTSD or the relief of clinical symptoms after therapy, with concomitant changes in the brain.

**Biomarkers in PTSD**

Biomarkers are detectable substances or symptoms exhibited by the body that correlate to a specific condition. Some common examples include elevated blood sugar levels as an indicator of diabetes, and a fever may indicate the presence of an infection. Currently, there are several prominent biomarkers for diagnosing and measuring PTSD, such as cortisol levels and EEG patterns. The National Academy of Sciences and others have called for more research to expand our knowledge in this area.\textsuperscript{16,17}

PTSD biomarkers are related to other anxiety-based conditions and can be predictive of patient outcomes. For instance, cortisol is a stress hormone that tends to be highly elevated in PTSD patients. While researchers have known about the relationship between elevated cortisol levels and stress for some time, they are now studying how initial assessments of hormone levels after trauma can inform and direct treatment. One study showed that patient outcomes were negatively affected by initially high cortisol levels, providing support for the use of  

\begin{itemize}
  \item Neylan \textit{et al}, 2006. The researchers investigated Delta sleep in relation to Corticotrophin Releasing Factor.
  \item Lobo \textit{et al}, 2015. A large systematic review that yielded promising results. EEG is indeed a useful indicator of the severity of PTSD.
  \item Galea \textit{et al}, 2012.
  \item Zhang \textit{et al}, 2009. The authors posit that “a simple blood test or a biomarker that could detect PTSD in its earliest and potentially most treatable stages would be beneficial for physicians and patients” (p. 404). They also remark that animal models have been insufficient and recommend that further research be human-based.
\end{itemize}
certain drugs to treat patients in an effort to mitigate the increased stress response.\textsuperscript{18} Going forward, doctors may be able to use a reliable biomarker like cortisol to estimate a patient’s treatment needs.

Cortisol is just one of many biomarkers for PTSD. Other potential biomarkers can be discerned from alterations in brain structure. MRI studies have revealed that the size of certain brain regions is reduced in PTSD patients and that this could serve as a potential biomarker for the disorder.\textsuperscript{19} Aside from these still images, fMRI has provided many insights into the structures and underlying networks of the brain.\textsuperscript{20} Neural network imaging using fMRI and graph theory shows huge potential to become an important tool for studying as well as diagnosing PTSD.

Gene sequencing studies are likely to identify genetic biomarkers for PTSD. Using only a saliva sample, genetic studies have shown several predictors of PTSD that could be used to recognize those who are more likely to experience the disorder after trauma.\textsuperscript{21} Through large-scale genetic research, several important DNA mechanisms have also been implicated in PTSD.\textsuperscript{22} Combining neuroimaging with genetic analysis can also provide insights into how DNA changes the structure and function of the brain.\textsuperscript{23} While biomarkers need further investigation, they can be potent tools for identifying and treating PTSD in patients, especially before symptoms become severe, enhancing the effectiveness of first-line therapies and decreasing dependence on pharmaceuticals.

### Emerging Technologies in Non-Animal Methods

#### Graph Theory or Graph Analysis

In addition to conventional medical imaging techniques, there are a variety of other neuroimaging tools available that can expand our understanding of brain structure and function.
understanding of the impact of PTSD on the brain and body. Of these, graph theory (also referred to as graph analysis) is one of the most potent and innovative ways to study the human brain. It uses fMRI data, computer modeling, and statistics to develop an understanding of how various brain networks connect and interact. In PTSD research, scientists compare the findings between individuals diagnosed with PTSD and healthy patients to evaluate whether significant differences exist. In one study of 208 veterans, graph theory showed that two major brain networks are implicated in PTSD symptoms. The study demonstrated that PTSD symptoms are a result of weakened connections between the region of the brain that processes memories and the region that provides contextual information.24

Other studies using graph theory have confirmed the differences in neural patterns of PTSD patients, and have even been used to study treatments that work by reconditioning those networks using positive reinforcement.25 Combining graph theory and fMRI data, scientists have identified neural circuits pertaining to memory functions that are impaired in PTSD and general anxiety disorder.26 Graph theory is so effective that it can even detect the underlying neurons involved in identifying facial cues.27 With more funding and research, graph theory could potentially identify all of the neural networks and processes involved in PTSD. Further, it could be an excellent tool for analyzing the effectiveness of various therapies.

**Computerized Studies and Machine Learning**

In other technological advancements, computer sciences continue to expand machine learning and artificial intelligence capabilities. This could have significant applications for the study of PTSD and should be seriously considered as a viable method for future research. In a 2017 publication evaluating the use of machine learning for predicting childhood PTSD, Dr. Glenn Saxe of the New York University School of Medicine concluded that:

> These analyses, consistent with the theory of modern statistical machine learning, vividly demonstrate that traditional analysis methods, used for years in the field, cannot cope with high-

27 Chen and Etkin, 2013.
dimensional large datasets commonly found in present-day research, and that modern methods can provide valuable enhancements.\textsuperscript{28}

Using these methods, investigators have studied over 20,000 PTSD cases, along with other trauma-exposed individuals, or those who experienced trauma but did not develop PTSD. This massive amount of information is already available for a vast population of human patients and includes everything from fMRI data to DNA testing. Computers can be programmed to process and analyze data much faster than traditional analytical methods and reveal a far more comprehensive understanding of the complications and intricacies of the disorder. In fact, by studying certain DNA loci (single-nucleotide polymorphisms, or SNPs) of vast numbers of the population, predictions can be made that will indicate who is likely to experience PTSD and who, after treatment, is likely to relapse.\textsuperscript{29,30} Artificial intelligence and machine learning have also been used to predict the onset of PTSD. In one study, machine learning was used to identify predictive features of children who developed PTSD after severe physical trauma.\textsuperscript{31}

\textbf{Methods for Drug Development}

Computers can also be used to accurately predict the toxicity of various chemicals or identify potential drug candidates. Computer-aided drug design (CADD) is a suite of software that can be used to predict the binding affinity and chemical properties of various drug candidates. This technology can also be used to identify potential carcinogens and other toxins based on a massive library of information collected from studied chemicals and their impact on human biology. Structure-activity relationship (SAR) programs can help design drugs based on the shape and chemical affinity of the biological receptors the drugs will affect. Predictions made from these systems have been shown to be just as effective, faster, and much cheaper than using animals to identify drug candidates.\textsuperscript{32} However, computers are not the only advanced technology ready to replace animals in research.

\textsuperscript{28} Saxe \textit{et al}, 2017, p 229.
\textsuperscript{29} Logue \textit{et al}, 2015. A large-scale meta-analysis study with a combined number of over 74,000 subjects from across the United States, the Netherlands, Denmark, and South Africa.
\textsuperscript{30} Sheerin \textit{et al}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{31} Saxe \textit{et al}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{32} Doke and Dhaswale, 2015.
Scientists are developing a multitude of methods to study the individual biochemical reactions in the human body. One of these cutting-edge methods is “organs-on-chips,” or organ chips. The process involves growing human cells on silicon chips, which can then simulate the functions of an organ, such as blood flow and electrical impulses. Using these technologies, researchers and pharmaceutical companies are working to develop an entire system of organ chips consisting of a network of all the organ systems within the human body.

Researchers at MIT have developed a full set of organ chips that can accurately test a multitude of chemicals and conditions on a wide variety of human tissues simultaneously. A full system of these organ chips is currently being pursued by scientists to interconnect and model the human body, and many biotech companies are actively working to develop these more advanced methods. Several companies are already producing chip kits, complete with software, that researchers can purchase and utilize in their own research. Despite this innovative technology that offers a viable alternative to animal research, most of the current PTSD drug research is conducted using animals.

An entire kidney glomerular filtration system-on-a-chip can be grown in only 26 days. When mass-produced, these organ chips will be faster, cheaper, and much more predictive than using animals. For instance, it takes over 40 days for mice to become sexually mature, and longer for them to fully mature into adults. Using organ chip technology, researchers could effectively cut their research time in half, in addition to achieving more human-relevant results.

Organ chip technology is successfully being used not only in drug development testing, but also in many different fields of disease research. By using cells from patients with a specific disease, cell lines can be generated to produce disease symptoms. There is even potential to grow entire organs for study using these methods. Thus far, these methods have been focused largely on drug discovery.
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36 Barrile et al, 2018. The authors worked on a suitable model for human thromboses.
37 Wang et al, 2018. The authors investigated a suitable human model that would allow for development of drugs intended for use in Alzheimer’s disease.
However, more advanced systems may lead to the study of genetic and cellular influences on neurological diseases.

**Postmortem Tissue Analysis**

In the early 2000s, many prominent PTSD researchers started calling for increased access to postmortem brain tissue through the establishment of a brain bank for PTSD. While previously there was a lack of access to postmortem brain tissue, a number of brain banks have opened since the early 2000s. This includes the VA’s Biorepository Brain Bank, which opened in 2006. In 2015, the brain bank expanded its collection to include tissue specifically from PTSD patients. The National Institutes of Health has its own brain bank, the NIH NeuroBioBank, which can also be accessed by researchers. These resources provide access to a variety of real human tissues, which may be genetically and histologically analyzed for clues into the disorder.

Many studies have been conducted utilizing the tissue from brain banks and have revealed much more than imaging studies alone. By analyzing the morphology of the brain, investigators were able to directly identify astroglial scarring associated with traumatic brain injury and PTSD. Postmortem tissue has the potential to yield many more research insights.

By genotyping PTSD brain tissues, then analyzing them histologically, researchers can directly see the anatomical changes caused by various gene alterations. These studies have shown that changes in the microanatomy of brain structures present in PTSD patients are also associated with increased production of specific cellular proteins. Other researchers studying postmortem tissue found significant markers in the PTSD tissues and then correlated these results with those in living patients through the use of PET scans. Another study revealed the epigenetic effects of PTSD and correlated results found in
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postmortem tissue to actual behavioral tasks in real patients. The study also revealed a genetic risk toward PTSD.\textsuperscript{44}

These results reveal much more about PTSD than could possibly be gained through animal studies. A research review published in Biological Psychiatry examined the relationship between protein production and PTSD in which the authors concluded that “human postmortem transcriptome studies of brain tissue promise the best source of information to unravel the complex brain molecular underpinnings of PTSD.”\textsuperscript{45} Other studies from around the world have corroborated this need for more research using postmortem brain tissue.\textsuperscript{46} Government and funding organizations need to come together to support the use of brain banks and encourage the donation of much-needed tissues.

**Conclusion**

In biomedical research, there is a strong push toward human-based research and development. Animal research, as we will see in the next section, does not predict human outcomes as well as human-based research.\textsuperscript{47} With millions of Americans suffering from PTSD, there is an abundance of available data that can be obtained ethically and non-invasively from volunteer patients.

With the tools described above and many others, scientists can build a comprehensive and valid understanding of PTSD in humans. These tools can be used to study the disorder, study treatments for the disorder, and even predict which people are most at risk for PTSD. Most of these tools are already used in clinical applications, and the data they produce can easily be incorporated into large-scale, human-centric studies.

\textsuperscript{44} Bharadwaj et al, 2018.

\textsuperscript{45} Girgenti and Duman, 2017, p 844.

\textsuperscript{46} De Lange, 2017.

IV. The Flaws and Invalidity of Animal Research

In the last two decades, a bold and pervasive movement has uncovered the fundamental flaws of using animals in translational research for human diseases and disorders. This section shows how animal research is often highly invalid when translated to humans and how PTSD is an especially problematic area for translational studies.

Increasingly, researchers have been highly critical of the so-called "translational animal model," in which data gathered from animals is extrapolated to humans. One researcher points out that "the unreliability of animal experimentation across a wide range of areas undermines scientific arguments in favor of the practice."1

And yet, scientists continue to defend the use of animals in research, despite how animal use has been shown to have deeply inherent flaws. Typically, scientists' faith in translational animal studies is based on longstanding false assumptions and anecdotal evidence. Scientific scrutiny of the rationales for using animals as surrogates for humans has revealed devastating evidence against these claims.

The main reason animal research fails to translate to humans is the complexity of nature itself. While humans do share a large percentage of our genes with some animals, this is far from a guarantee that data from other species will produce comparable human outcomes. Evolution is based on common descent, not necessarily common function. Thus, while we may share the same or similar genes, they have evolved over millions of years to be expressed and utilized in very different ways in each species. The human body contains billions of biological pathways, each of which has evolved specifically to the human condition.

In addition, diagnosing PTSD in animals is an exercise in imagination. PTSD in humans is diagnosed using a number of mental symptoms that must be verbalized to a healthcare practitioner. Most of them deal with things that patients can only describe with language, such as nightmares and the inability to suppress negative thoughts. While researchers claim that an animal's behavior is a valid determinant for

1 Akhtar, 2015, p. 407.
diagnosing PTSD in animals is a logical fallacy. Most PTSD research in animals is subjective: The researcher expects certain outcomes and interprets the experimental data accordingly. Not only is this irresponsible, it also represents bias.

Lastly, this section will examine the invalidity of animal research specifically as it relates to PTSD research. There is a severe lack of experimental control employed in animal studies that results in unscientific, irreproducible, and even injurious outcomes. These experiments waste time and money and endanger the patients meant to benefit from the research.

**Faith in the Animal Model**

Scientific research places great faith in animal data to predict human outcomes, even though much research counters this reliance.

For example:

Rodent models, including the mouse, have correctly predicted human toxicity in only 43% of the cases in one large study comparing human and animal drug toxicities. Because of the low predictive value of rodents, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires drug testing to be done in at least two species, one of which is a non-rodent (i.e., one with a closer phylogenetic relationship to humans). Even with two species, the ability to use animal-derived data to predict human toxicity is only accurate in 71% of cases. Thus, drugs with substantial human toxicity have advanced into clinical trials and even entered the marketplace with serious consequences to patients, including death.²

Shanks *et al* point out that in general, scientists use animals because they feel that animals are predictive. Yet, as their evidence showed, very little about animal research is truly predictive for human studies. In fact, they note that most researchers are just assuming the biological mechanisms are the same in humans and animals.³ Other authors have shown that the majority of scientific studies on animals fail to recognize this simple bias. Rather than recognizing the bias as an inherent weakness, they blindly put their confidence in the data they receive.
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² Uhl and Warner, 2015, p. 220.
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from animals, instead of basing their research protocols or findings on evidence of scientific rigor.⁴

**Complexity of Modeling the Human System**

Though mice have been used for decades as stand-ins for human research subjects, recent findings increasingly demonstrate that the genetic disparities between humans and mice are considerable and cast doubt on the widespread dependency of using mice. In 2014, NIH released the results of a several large studies published in *Nature* that provided a comprehensive review of the mouse genome. The studies showed that while certain genes are similar to both species, many DNA variations and gene expression patterns are not, “potentially limiting the mouse’s use as a disease model. Mice and humans share approximately 70 percent of the same protein-coding gene sequences, which is just 1.5 percent of these genomes.”⁵

Evidence has shown that mice have too many biochemical disparities to be useful in translational research; the regulatory mechanisms in humans and mice are vastly different,⁶ and studies have noted that there are significant structural differences between mouse, macaque, and human brains, particularly in the cerebellum, beginning in the embryo.⁷

The microanatomy and cytoarchitecture of rodent brains are markedly different from those of humans. In addition, the macrostructural differences between rodent and human brains are stark; rodent brain cortical surfaces are smooth, whereas those of a human are deeply convoluted to increase the surface area.

Deficiencies with the mouse as an accurate model have led many scientists to conclude that primates, who share more genetic sequences with humans, should produce more predictive results; however, actual scientific evidence does not support this hypothesis.

An extensive meta-review of cancer in chimpanzees revealed that chimpanzee research has contributed little, if anything, to human outcomes in cancer research.⁸ Further research on the genetic
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differences between chimpanzees and humans revealed that there are key differences in the expression of certain genes in both species that completely undermine their genetic similarities. The author notes that “the collective effects of these differences are striking, extensive and widespread, and they show that the superficial similarity between human and chimpanzee genetic sequences is of little consequence for biomedical research.”

The seemingly small difference in protein-coding genes and their interaction with the environment is what drives this massive incompatibility. In terms of molecular biology, the difference is enormous.

Shanks et al have explored in detail the failings of animal experiments to be predictive for human biological outcomes, with results from animal data being about as accurate as a coin toss. They analyze in depth the difference between simply generating data and generating data that is germane for human medicine:

“When one empirically analyzes animal models using scientific tools they fall far short of being able to predict human responses.”

When one empirically analyzes animal models using scientific tools they fall far short of being able to predict human responses. This is not surprising considering what we have learned from fields such as evolutionary and developmental biology, gene regulation and expression, epigenetics, complexity theory, and comparative genomics.

They point out that lacking predictivity, results from animal studies fail to be truly scientific, because it cannot be determined in advance which results will apply to the human condition. They write:

If a modality such as animal testing or using animals to predict pathophysiology in human disease is said to be a predictive modality, then any data generated from said modality should have a very high probability of being true in humans. Animal models of disease and drug response fail this criterion.

A large body of evidence shows that the human system, like other species-specific systems, is unique. One study showed that rats and primates have completely different neurological circuits in response to
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an identical stimulus—the acoustic startle response—although their outward behavior was identical. If rats and primates are controlled by dissimilar neural circuits, there is little evidence to support that these species can be predictive of human outcomes.

Moreover, the human brain is the most complex organ in the human body, being incredibly receptive and adaptable to circumstances. As a result, even individuals react to the same stimuli in slightly different ways. PTSD originates in the brain and has such diverse effects that it is extremely difficult to recreate these aspects in any model.

For example, one study using fMRI in human patients demonstrated that age and gender alone create significant differences in response to conflict stimuli. Other authors have also reported similar differences in neurology based on age and gender. Researchers have even identified different subtypes of PTSD within human subjects.

Other PTSD-specific studies have shown the resiliency of the human brain by revealing that simply the patient’s belief of being safe can lead to a reduction in PTSD symptoms. Researchers have also shown that the placebo effect may be responsible for increased outcomes in PTSD treatments. Some authors have even gone so far as to conclude that “at a conceptual level, it is presumed that individual differences in structural brain plasticity and central neuroadaptations in specific circuits contribute to susceptibility to and/or resilience from PTSD following exposure to a traumatic stressor.”

Animals have also failed to contribute to many other significant areas of human disease research. In diabetes research, for example, publications based on animal research averaged over 50 publications per month for three decades. Yet, from all that experimentation, little progress has resulted. Instead, the studies revealed that there are significant
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differences at every level of glucose regulation between animals and humans.\textsuperscript{20} One publication notes:

While decades of T2DM [Diabetes Type 2] research efforts have elucidated the details of rodent glucose regulation, the critical knowledge base that is lacking is a detailed understanding of the mechanisms underlying human glucose homeostasis, obesity, insulin resistance, and β-cell dysfunction as well as their sequelae and responses to interventions in human T2DM.\textsuperscript{21}

In summary, the results show that rodents have failed to have any translational value for diabetes, despite 30 years of well-funded research. The authors conclude by saying that even other researchers are questioning the validity of using animals in glucose metabolism studies.

Similar abject failures in translating animal results onto humans are seen in Alzheimer’s disease research. In the area of Alzheimer’s drug development, a 2014 study published in *Alzheimer’s Research & Therapy* reported a 99.6% failure rate of new Alzheimer’s treatments from 2002 to 2012. This was based on 413 drugs that had passed preclinical animal trials.\textsuperscript{22}

Of the research being done at the time, 65% was aimed at understanding the amyloid-beta (Aβ) protein in rodents, which was regarded as highly concordant with human Alzheimer’s. However, later research uncovered that the Aβ protein is not as involved in human Alzheimer’s as was previously thought.\textsuperscript{23} The authors introduce the paper by saying that there is a pressing need to study Alzheimer’s in human model systems and suggested the use of human neurons. They conclude:

This observation highlights the phenotypic differences between mouse and human cellular models of AD [Alzheimer’s disease]. Those differences must be recognized to understand why so many AD drugs in development failed in human clinical trials, even though they worked very well in mouse models of AD,
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and to develop drugs that are more likely to be effective in patients with AD.\textsuperscript{24}

Massive amounts of money and time were wasted chasing a promising cellular pathway observed in animal experiments, only to find out that essential species differences render these pathways inapplicable to the human disorder.

Beyond diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease, there have been multiple meta-reviews of the utility of animal experiments in a variety of research areas. These have shown an overall lack of benefit for humans across broad range of areas.\textsuperscript{25}

Unfortunately, most translational animal studies never continue into human trials. Dr. Andrew Knight from the Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics carried out a review in 2011 of cited literature. In one example, he describes a German study of 17 animal experiments at three universities between 1991 and 1993. These experiments’ citations were analyzed over a period of 12 years, and none of the experiments resulted in any new therapies or any clinical benefit.\textsuperscript{26} Knight goes on to say:

\begin{quote}
The poor human clinical or toxicological utility of many animal experiments is unlikely to result solely from methodological flaws. Several intrinsic characteristics of animal models also markedly limit their human predictivity. … Such obstacles could be technically and theoretically insurmountable.\textsuperscript{27}
\end{quote}

**Sweeping Drug Failures Based on the Invalidity of Animal Tests**

These massive failures of translational animal research do not end here. The complexity of the human system and its uniqueness from other species results in the inability of animal experiments to ensure safe drugs. Adverse drug reactions and deaths are one devastating result.

Scientists, health clinicians, and the public alike are increasingly aware that the greatest setback in the drug development process is animal testing. The cause is a staggering statistic: In 2004, the U.S. Food and
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Drug Administration estimated that 92% of drugs developed using required animal tests that had passed preclinical trials failed to make it to the market. Subsequent studies indicate that this number has not improved, with the general consensus being that at least 90% of drugs that are approved for use based on animal tests fail when reaching human clinical trials.28,29

One study estimated that over 2.2 million people are hospitalized and over 106,000 die annually from adverse drug reactions.30 Many drugs are tested on multiple animal species, only to be withdrawn from the market after serious and often fatal side effects are found in humans.

A 2018 study in Brazil revealed that “For each medication introduced during hospitalization, there was a 10% increase in the rate of adverse drug reaction” and that overall the frequency of adverse drug reactions and potentially serious events was high, particularly for patients with other medical problems.31

**Inability to Diagnose PTSD in Animals**

Even though the human system is incredibly complex and unique from any other species, researchers are still trying to create a model for PTSD in animals. In this context, researchers rely on behavioral observations of the animals after they have been subjected to trauma. However, a doctor cannot diagnose PTSD in humans in a similar manner.

PTSD symptoms are impossible to identify in animals, who lack the ability to communicate their thoughts.

PTSD is considered a psychological disorder. Key symptoms of the disease include nightmares and disturbing flashbacks.32 These symptoms are impossible to identify in animals, who lack the ability to communicate their thoughts. A key symptom in human PTSD is thought to be situational avoidance, in which the patient actively avoids thoughts or situations that will stimulate flashbacks, nightmares, or memories of the trauma.33 Without the ability to measure these mental avoidance symptoms in animals, researchers turn to other methods.
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The only observable change in traumatized animals is behavior. Some animals do not respond much to trauma, while some display behaviors like freezing (immobility) and decreased sociability. With this as their only measure, researchers claim without evidence that these behaviors are the manifestation of PTSD in rodents and other species. However, there are inherent issues with using animals, and especially rodents, as models for PTSD. Steimer at the University of Geneva offers salient reasons based on his research with rats:

A first and important issue is whether various animal species can really be used as “models” of human pathologies, given the highly subjective nature of anxiety. Do animals experience something like human anxiety, and how can we measure it, since we cannot “think like a rat.”

He also suggests that “some important aspects of human pathology will probably never be accessible in animal models (e.g., sadness or suicidal ideation in depression).”

Steimer’s review was based on anxiety, which is only one symptom of PTSD; it is not PTSD itself. Authors have noted that acute stress disorder is experienced by many, but PTSD often takes months to develop and is diagnosed mainly through verbal descriptions of a patient’s state of mind.

Further, all eight criteria as described by the DSM-5 diagnostic manual must be met to diagnose PTSD. It is impossible to diagnose these criteria, which are mainly subjective, in animals. Because of these limitations, PTSD researchers consider any animal subjected to the “trauma” protocols as being “affected,” simply due to the complexity of diagnosing PTSD in animals. At the same time, researchers caution that one must not take results from animal models too literally. While these animals were subjected to experimental trauma, they are not all representative of humans with PTSD.

By way of a human analogy, this is the same as trying to study PTSD in humans by classifying everyone who has undergone trauma as having PTSD. Clearly, while many people experience trauma, not all trauma

34 Steimer, 2011, p. 495.
survivors develop PTSD. This underlying, irrational assumption of PTSD research has resulted in misleading conclusions.

**Inability to Model PTSD in Animals**

Many animal experimenters realize the significant inadequacies of trying to recreate PTSD in animals. As Aspesi and Pinna compellingly write:

> PTSD is complex and debilitating neuropathology with a frequent overlap of symptoms and comorbidity with other disorders, including depression, anxiety disorders, drug abuse, and suicidal ideation. Taking into account its heterogeneity, the hypothesis that single alterations might be found that are responsible for the multifaceted aspects of the disorder is not conceivable. For this reason, it is also challenging to establish an appropriate animal model that recapitulates the several behavioral and biochemical abnormalities observed in PTSD patients.

Indeed, no one readily acknowledges the tremendous challenges and severe shortcomings of using animals to study human PTSD as much as the researchers using animals.

Borghans and Homberg state that “choosing a model to experiment with can be challenging. … The difference between models indicates that their suitability depends on the situation; each model has shown different amounts of success in replicating individual criteria or aspects of PTSD.”

According to Cohen et al, “Extrapolation from such models to the human conditions must be carried out with care, always keeping in mind that models are no more than partial approximations, and that there is an inherent risk of overhumanizing animal behaviors.”

Goswami et al agree: “It is unlikely that a single animal model will reproduce the complexity of the human disorder.”
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Finally, Shekhar et al, who were part of a workshop at the National Institute of Mental Health discussing animal models for anxiety disorders, state that “there exists a wide range of animal models and measures designed to assess anxiety or fearfulness. However, the relationship between these models and clinical anxiety symptoms and syndromes is unclear.”

Yet, instead of rejecting translational animal studies and their logical shortcomings, Shekhar et al still conclude:

Ample opportunity remains to better define and extend existing models and behavioral measures related to specific processes that may be disrupted in anxiety disorders and to develop new models that consider the impact of combined factors in determining anxious behaviors.

In other words, despite the fact that animal models have a low probability of success, researchers are going to keep trying anyway. **This inability to accept the wholesale failure of animal models is typical among animal researchers, who, in the face of successive research failures, are continually in search of “better” animal models.**

Other scientists have explained why producing “improved” animal models is scientifically untenable:

We conclude that preclinical animal models can never be fully valid due to the uncertainties introduced by species differences. We suggest that even if the next several decades were spent improving the internal and external validity of animal models, the clinical relevance of those models would, in the end, only improve to some extent. This is because species differences would continue to make extrapolation from animals to humans unreliable. … Research should focus instead on human-relevant research methods and technologies.

Yale University Emeritus Professor of Epidemiology Michael Bracken agrees:

Even if excellent research methodology is achieved, prediction to humans fails because the disease model, often in rodents, is
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wrong: biological pathways are different, drug doses are not comparable, and the assessed recovery measures do not translate from mouse to human.45

Lack of Scientific Control in Animal Research on PTSD

In recent years, there has also been a heightened awareness of the lack of rigor in scientific reporting, focusing particularly on animal studies. Post-publication investigations of animal studies have shown that some of the most highly cited translational publications contain misleading information or experiments that are not reproducible.46 One analysis showed that out of nearly 500 published animal experiments, only one published the full protocol necessary for replication.47 Another examination of the literature revealed that animal studies often fail to address or publish any biases.48

Modeling, in general, is a bias. It is a form of estimation. This simple but powerful bias is rarely reported in animal studies. In addition, many animal studies never report their findings at all, or they greatly overestimate the translational value.49

A number of scientists have openly called out the shortcomings of using animals in anxiety and PTSD research. Investigators have shown that animal studies have fundamentally ignored the individuality of response in human PTSD.50 One review paper showed that over 90% of behavioral neuroscience results obtained from animals fail. The author, Joseph Garner, concludes:

At the end of the day, the real challenge is to persuade researchers to adopt new methodologies on the basis of a leap of faith that doing so will improve human outcomes over a decade in the future. Unsurprisingly, few researchers have been willing to take such a risk.51

47 Iqbal et al, 2016. The authors investigated 441 biomedical journal articles published over 14 years between 2000 and 2014.
48 Macleod et al, 2015. These authors investigated a random sample of 2,000 publications indexed on PubMed.
49 Holman et al, 2016.
Others have pointed out how animal models fail many of the standard tests required for experiments to be rigorous and scientific. They write:

For the first time, the scale of the reproducibility and translatability crisis is widely understood beyond the small cadre of researchers who have been studying it and the pharmaceutical and biotech companies who have been living it. Here we argue that an emerging literature, including the papers in this focus issue, has begun to congeal around a set of recurring themes, which themselves represent a paradigm shift. This paradigm shift can be characterized at the micro level as a shift from asking, “what have we controlled for in this [animal] model?” to asking “what have we chosen to ignore in this model, and at what cost?”

These authors state that the success rates in human trials are progressively worsening: **Only one in nine drugs that enter human clinical trials will succeed.** They recognize that most drugs fail in human clinical trials and that the failure of translation from animal to human has led to a growing suspicion that reflects the animal work itself. They also note that pharmaceutical companies are divesting from animal research and development and that there is a growing trend to focus on human and not animal work for basic drug discovery.

With specific reference to PTSD, a number of authors concur that the pharmaceutical industries are becoming increasingly dissatisfied with animal research because the knowledge gained has not led to better management of the condition.

Developing drugs for mental health disorders has proven to be expensive and high risk, with the vast majority of promising drugs failing after years of costly clinical trials. “Standard approaches to developing drugs for mental health have not reaped significant benefit in the past two decades,” according to Ken Kaitin, director of the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development in Boston, Massachusetts. As a result, pharmaceutical companies worldwide are scaling back research and discovery in this area.

Significantly, these companies are abandoning psychiatric drug-discovery programs due to lack of confidence in animal models of fear
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and trauma exposure to produce a reliable outcome when translated to humans. As Richter-Levin et al note:

The stalled progress in providing better understanding and improved treatments has been a major factor contributing to the withdrawal of leading pharmaceutical companies from psychiatry drug development, but in addition, it raised serious doubts regarding the possibility of animal models to contribute to PTSD-related research and to related drug development.54

Conclusion

Many researchers have now come out strongly against translational animal research in anxiety and PTSD. A cohort of animal researchers recently came forward to say that the future of PTSD and anxiety research is in psychotherapy methods, such as those described in section II of this report, aimed at using the plasticity of the human brain to heal itself.55

Authors such as Aspesi and Pinna emphasize that PTSD is a complex and debilitating neuropathology with frequent overlap of symptoms and comorbidity with other disorders. For this reason, it is virtually impossible to establish an appropriate animal model that reproduces the myriad behavioral and biochemical abnormalities observed in PTSD patients.56 They make a point of saying that to date, there is no single suitable pharmaceutical preparation to treat PTSD.

It is incumbent upon funders of PTSD research and lawmakers to recognize the invalidity of animal experiments by withdrawing support for animal research. Many scientists are highlighting these failures and have developed recommendations for moving toward human-centric disease research.57

Only by moving toward human-based research will scientists be able to understand the neurobiology of PTSD in humans.

56 Aspesi and Pinna, 2019.
V. Inducing Trauma in Animals for PTSD Research

Sections II and III of this report gave a clear overview of (1) the evidence-based therapies available for PTSD patients and (2) the human-based methods available for investigating and researching PTSD. Section IV showed the scientific flaws of using animal research with the intent to understand the mechanisms of PTSD and investigate potential therapies to the disorder.

This section will give an account of the methodologies of some of that research being done on animals, with a focus on the harm and suffering animals experience in the course of these experiments. Much of this research involves stressing, tormenting, and, in some cases, inflicting violent actions toward animals in the name of PTSD research.

The rationale behind such research is to give scientists and clinicians a better understanding of the neurophysiological mechanisms that cause PTSD so that biomarkers may be developed and potential targets for novel pharmacotherapies can be investigated. Animal research is also used to screen drugs for their potential use as PTSD treatments in humans.1,2 However, as we have seen, adequate and reliable methods exist to study these areas in a more human-relevant way, and virtually none of this animal research has ever led to any conclusive understanding or effective treatment of human PTSD.

Learned Helplessness and PTSD Research

Learned helplessness is an area of research typically used to model depression but that has additionally transitioned to a model for PTSD.3 Inducing learned helplessness is one of the classic experiments performed in animal studies of fear and anxiety. It occurs when an animal is repeatedly subjected to an adverse stimulus, usually an electrical shock, from which there is no escape. Eventually, the animal will stop trying to avoid the stimulus and behave as if they are utterly helpless to change the situation. Even when opportunities to escape are presented, this learned helplessness will prevent any action. While the concept is strongly tied to animal experimentation, it can also apply to

1 Daskalakis et al, 2013.
2 Flandreau and Toth, 2017.
3 Conoscenti and Fanselow, 2019.
situations involving human beings. For instance, people who have been subjected to ongoing trauma often simply give up and accept their fate.⁴

The term “learned helplessness” was first proposed by Maier and Seligman in their 1976 paper. In this paper, the authors reviewed various situations in which animals and humans had been exposed to adverse stimuli that caused them to display hopeless and helpless behavior. Experiments reviewed went as far back as 1965 and included dogs, rats, cats, mice, birds, primates, fish, and humans. Most of the experiments carried out on the animals involved electric shocks. Those carried out on humans involved mental tasks (unsolvable problems) and loud sounds.

In the learned helplessness experiments, animals were given three kinds of electric shocks: inescapable shocks, escapable shocks, or no shocks. When the animals in the inescapable shock group were transferred to an area where escape from the painful electroshock was possible, they demonstrated learned helplessness by failing to make any attempts to avoid the shocks. The animals in the second and third groups were able to escape the shocks. This model, first intended to condition animals to endure rather than escape moderate amounts of pain, has been adapted to include more extreme procedures to induce anxiety for PTSD research.

PTSD Research on Mice and Rats

A comprehensive review of the literature reveals that the vast majority of PTSD research is conducted on rats and mice.⁵ In this field of study, rats and mice are typically referred to as “preclinical models,” and the objective of using them in such research is to attempt to mimic the symptoms associated with PTSD.⁶ However, Whitaker et al admit that:

[Animals do not] replicate the human condition in its entirety.
... Few adequately capture the complex nature of the disorder and the observed individual variability in susceptibility of humans to develop PTSD. ... Animal models lack the ability to examine certain symptoms that manifest in individuals with PTSD, such as intrusive thoughts or nightmares.⁷

⁴ Cherry, 2020.
⁵ Steimer, 2011.
⁷ Ibid, pp. 1 and 13 of Abstract.
Procedures carried out encompass a wide variety of stress-inducing and physically violent situations that have been developed simply to induce fear or create severe distress. The literature abounds with descriptions of such stressors. Beyond the moral implications of inflicting great stress and often pain on animals, these stressors are poor replicas of the life-threatening situations humans experience that can result in PTSD.

The Electroshock Approach

Rats and mice are often exposed to inescapable and unpredictable electrical shocks to their sensitive paws, a procedure referred to as footshock. This is designed to induce learned helplessness as described above. This state, now termed “immobility” in more recent PTSD literature, is a key step in traumatizing animals for PTSD research.

Although PTSD and learned helplessness are very different concepts, researchers have widely accepted that these methods produce models for PTSD. Scientists commonly place rats and mice into “shock boxes” designed to electrocute them randomly and induce a state in which animals exhibit the classic signs of learned helplessness: immobility and disinclination toward escape.

Researchers have found that when previously shocked rodents are placed back into the metal-floored cage, they become frightened. The researchers use this frightened state to justify the animal as a subject for PTSD and call the procedure a “situational reminder” (SR). As described by the authors of a large review of PTSD research on animals:

> It has been shown that animals exposed to SR exhibit a distinct behavioral response (e.g., crouching near the back wall of the box, increase in respiratory rate, etc.) despite the absence of the stressor itself. The incorporation of SR in rodent models provides an interesting new research perspective as it recalls human PTSD symptoms such as re-experiencing and intrusions.
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This state differs from PTSD because here the animal is justifiably terrified, being in the same place where they received inescapable shocks. However, as section IV showed, scientists conveniently but falsely interpret this state to be equivalent to the symptoms of re-experiencing and intrusions that characterize PTSD. Re-experiencing and intrusions are when a patient has flashbacks or nightmares or avoids objectively safe locations because the place somehow triggers traumatic memories. The metal cage is clearly not objectively safe. The animals should expect to get shocked there. This is not the same as a PTSD patient having a flashback at home or work, or in any other reasonably safe location.

But unfortunately, physical harm and existential threats have been taken even farther in other PTSD experiments

**Simulated Drowning**

The Morris water maze is a device designed to study learning and spatial memory in mice and rats. This maze normally consists of a basin of deep water with small, hidden platforms providing rest at various points throughout the body of water. Many neurobiologists and behaviorists use the maze to study how injury and drugs affect the animals’ ability to find the hidden platforms. Rats and mice are naturally proficient swimmers, but to swim under forced or hampered circumstances is very stressful to them.

PTSD researchers have modified the Morris water maze into a much more stressful experience. Typically, they remove all the platforms so there is no possibility of rest or relief. After leaving the victim to swim hopelessly for a full minute, they hold the animal underwater with a metal net for another 30 seconds. This is, in effect, simulated drowning. The inventors of this method call it “underwater trauma” and argue that it works well as a model for PTSD because the animals believe they are truly drowning. They claim that “this kind of stressor is more ethologically relevant than electric shocks since the threat of drowning is quite real in the life of a rat living in the wild.”

Subjecting animals to a drowning experience is an extreme level of torment akin to torture. The dubious defense for inflicting this heinous
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suffering on animals appears to be that it is more “natural” than electric shocks, an admission that procedures that induce fear in animals through the use of painful electric shocks would never occur in their natural lives.

**Restraint, Immobilization, and Other Physical Abuse**

Restraint-based methods are often used to inflict stress, again purportedly to model human PTSD. Some of these methods use devices such as thin tubes, which rats and mice are forced into for several hours at a time. These tubes impose total immobilization and the animal cannot make any movements at all. Alternatively, rodents may be securely fixed to a metal platform by all four paws. Other methods include hanging rats or mice by their tails for several minutes. When the animals stop struggling and begin freezing, the behavior is labeled “immobility” and scientists consider this to be a viable indicator for PTSD research.

Researchers have also developed the technique of direct predator attack, letting cats attack the animals in a confined area,\textsuperscript{17,18,19} as another “natural” stimulus of a fearful state. Of note is that rodents are prey species. It has been hardwired into their brains through millennia of evolution to avoid predation at all costs.

While all of the above demonstrate extreme cruelty, there is an even more severe method, known as “single prolonged stress” (SPS). Despite the name, SPS is actually a continual series of violent and aggressive acts that are committed against the animal subject. Authors of a literature review describe the process in rats: “In the standard SPS protocol, the animal is restrained for two hours followed by a 20-min forced swim test and then exposure to diethyl ether until loss of consciousness.”\textsuperscript{20}

Following this, the rats are left undisturbed for seven days. This is supposed to represent an incubation period, which is thought to be essential for the development of PTSD-like symptoms.
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In a more intense iteration of this procedure called “chronic variable stress,” mice or rats are subjected to one of the above abusive treatments for six days a week and for several weeks in a row. Researchers recognize how inhumane these experiments are, but justify them with more analogy: “Admittedly, this class of models is extreme, yet it probably comes closest to simulate the chronic stress conditions experienced by military personnel in front-line positions.”

**Social Stress**

The next category of stressors involves disrupting the animals’ housing and social lives. Like all mammals, rats and mice have strong social bonds and require stability in their housing conditions to stay healthy and unharmed.

One common form of social stress is to destroy the nests of animals, often disrupting the care of their young. This impacts their ability to feel safe and to maintain body heat and overall well-being. In these situations, mothers can become so stressed that they fail to properly care for their young, and babies can die from neglect.

Another form of abusive social stress is the act of removing babies from their mothers (maternal deprivation), which is such a traumatizing process that it permanently alters normal brain development. Without the touch, care, and stimulation provided by parental care, many of these baby mice and rats fail to develop and, in many instances, simply die.

Researchers have found that removing babies from their parents for short periods of time makes them more fearful as adults. Mice that have been removed from their mothers are often more susceptible to subsequent stressors, such as the simulated drowning test. Both rats and mice demonstrate increased anxiety behaviors in adulthood. Researchers claim that this creates a better model for PTSD, despite the much more obvious connection to separation anxiety and despite the lack of translation to human PTSD biochemical pathways.
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Other methods of causing social stress involve forcing animals to be unnaturally aggressive or the subject of aggressive attacks that they would normally avoid. Small male mice are pitted against larger males in a situation known as “social defeat.” While some protocols protect the smaller male from physical damage by placing a cage within a cage, other researchers let the animals physically interact and fight. The submissive one often loses weight and exhibits stress when outside of the fight situation, such as being startled more easily and tending to freeze in place. In many instances, the aggressive mouse has been selectively bred (genetically engineered) to show overt dominance, larger size, and aggression.

Social stress can also be accomplished by socially isolating animals from their family or peers to induce stress and anxiety. In addition, socially isolated animals demonstrate states of anxiety, aggression, and increased locomotion. The last is known as stereotypical behavior and indicates that the animal has been severely stressed such that they are withdrawing into a reclusive world of their own. PTSD researchers will often isolate mice for weeks at a time to induce them into a fearful and vulnerable state.

It should be noted that the lifespan of a mouse or rat is much shorter than a human’s. What may be only weeks to a human is likely be perceived as a much longer span to a mouse or rat. This applies also to the hours during which an animal is confined in a restraint tube, as described above. There is no evidence that animal researchers ever take this into account.

**Environmental Stress**

Yet another category of trauma-inducing methods in PTSD research with small mammals is focused on environmental stressors. These can include reversing the day-night cycle with artificial lighting, playing extremely loud and distressing noises, or infiltrating the environment with the scent of a predator. These activities put the animal in a state of constant stress.

25 Ibid.
26 Schöner et al., 2017.
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28 Schöner et al., 2017.
If these stressors are not enough on their own, one final method of inducing PTSD-like symptoms includes chronically stressing animals for much of their existence. This method combines all stressors into the daily life of a mouse or rat. For instance, the day might start with white noise at 95 decibels, which is roughly the same level as music played in a nightclub. Then, researchers randomly shock the animals, force them to swim in freezing cold water, transfer them to an intense heat chamber, shake them in a tube, reverse their day and night cycle, and even deprive them of food and water for days at a time.29

**PTSD Research with Other Animals**

While mice and rats are the most common animals used for PTSD experiments, other species are also subjected to the torment of PTSD research. Rabbits, for example, have been subject to painful experiments that attempt to study how fear is processed in the brain.

In one experiment, 43 young rabbits were placed in restraint boxes and had a nylon loop sutured into their inner eyelids. Metal clips delivered electric shocks to either side of the eye.

Researchers then gave the animals experimental doses of a drug, propranolol, to assess whether it would mitigate the fear response. They then stopped the electric shocks, but continued playing the tone, to evaluate how quickly the rabbits would cease to exhibit the fear response. Results showed that the drug conferred only a transient effect on dampening the fear response. The authors acknowledged that pharmacological intervention is unlikely to confer a lasting effect, stating in the introduction to their paper: “In addition, there is a learning, or more specifically, a dysfunctional fear conditioning component underlying PTSD that cannot easily be resolved by pharmacological treatment alone.”30

Studies have also been carried out on macaque monkeys. To restrain the macaques, researchers place them in a primate chair,31 a specially
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designed apparatus to confine the entire body, allowing only the head to extend outside of the box. Once restrained, the researchers can either stimulate electrodes that have been implanted into the brain or inject the monkey’s brain with test substances, usually through a surgically implanted infusion platform.

Many studies infuse various drugs into key regions of the brain that are said to be associated with PTSD, including the amygdala and the hypothalamus, among others. The rationale behind such experiments is to interfere with the specific brain region and assess the subsequent social behavior, which can be highly abnormal. Additional research has been carried out by exposing the monkeys to loud noises and investigating the response.

The authors graphically describe the aberrant behavior of the monkeys after cerebral infusion with a drug. Behaviors such as cowering, escape-like behaviors, crying out, attacking objects, and howling were all observed. Wellman, et al, described similar experimental procedures on monkeys. These authors (Aguilar, et al; Forcelli, et al; DesJardin, et al; and Wellman, et al) were all part of the same research facility. Their experiments were carried out repetitively over many years and yielded no conclusive results that could be applied to humans. In fact, the authors outrightly state that after more than 60 years of this line of experimentation in primate models, the scientists found the results to be contradictory and key questions remained unaddressed.

**Conclusion**

Arguably, a state of anxiety can only be achieved with methods that cause pain or stress. If the situation were not painful or stressful, the animals would not elicit a reaction of avoidance. Without acute pain or distress, the animal would not need to escape or become immobile. **Thus, not only is PTSD animal research harmful, but the harm is inseparable from research methods.**

The methods of inducing physical and emotional trauma in animals discussed in this section are by no means comprehensive; experiments
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33 Aguilar et al, 2018.
35 Wellman et al, 2016.
36 Ibid, p. 8746.
have been carried out, and continue to be carried out, utilizing a myriad of methods.

While meaningful results produced by these methods are extremely scant if they exist at all, researchers claim that traumatizing these animals has provided many insights into PTSD. The lack of outcomes refutes that theory.

It is critical that funders and stakeholders of PTSD research acknowledge the abject failure of animal experiments. In these experiments, animals are continually subjected to procedures such as the ones described in this section, with vague objectives and little outcome. The experiments consume millions of dollars in funding that could be directed to research and treatments that would directly benefit PTSD patients.

It should also be noted that PTSD experiments using animals are part of a much larger category of animal experimentation into emotional states like fear, anxiety, and stress. These experiments similarly fail in many ways, including in reproducing the human state; producing treatment outcomes, pharmacologic or otherwise, for human patients; and consuming vast amounts of funding that could be directed toward better access to mental health treatments known to be effective.

The next section of this report provides an overview of the costliness of using animals in research into treatments for PTSD.
VI. The Cost of PTSD Research on Animals

In light of the invalidity, inapplicability, and harm of animal-based research on PTSD, it is important to evaluate the financial cost that PTSD research imposes on patients, governments, taxpayers, and other stakeholders.

The burden of caring for PTSD sufferers is enormously costly to society. One study focused on veterans of Afghanistan and Iraq showed that the projected social costs of PTSD within those two groups alone would be around $923 million over a two-year period.\(^1\) Other studies have analyzed the cost to be even higher, around $2 billion a year for American veterans of the Afghanistan and Iraq wars.\(^2\)

CAARE conducted a review of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) database that revealed that in 2016 there were 615 active projects focusing on PTSD and anxiety, with total funding of over $170 million. Of the 615 PTSD projects, 119 used animals; this represents about 19% of the research. These animal-based studies consumed $33 million worth of funding, which represents about 18% of the total funding. Funding was provided by the NIH and its subdivision, the National Institute of Mental Health. In 2019, the total NIH funding for PTSD was $138 million.\(^3\) This does not include funding from the VA and is simply the expenditure in the United States. The global cost is higher still.

The NIH database reveals that the monkey experiments (Forcelli, et al; Aguilar, et al; DesJardin, et al and Wellman, et al) described in section V of this report cost around half a million dollars every year from 2013 through 2018, for a total of $2.3 million.\(^4\) This federal grant funding ultimately yielded nothing of benefit to treatment for PTSD. After five years, the project was ended. With such enormous costs required to address the crisis in treating PTSD, it is imperative that we reexamine funding these and other similar experiments on animals.
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1 Kilmer et al, 2011. A microsimulation model study. Such a study pulls together data from several data sources to simulate outcomes and risks.
2 Reisman, 2016.
3 National Institutes of Health: Research Portfolio Online Reporting Tools [RePORT]; Funding.
4 National Institutes of Health: Research Portfolio Online Reporting Tools [RePORT]; Project Information.
The data suggests that animal-based research, on a per-project basis, is similar to other research methods for studying PTSD. However, given that human-based methods study PTSD directly in patients, with the benefit of large-scale databases that review evidence within the human system, the costs cannot truly be compared.

Overall trends in assessing healthcare outcomes indicate decreasing confidence in the current methods for deriving successful therapies. As reported by Bowen and Casadevall (2015) in their analysis of spending on drug treatments, “increasing resource investments have led to an explosion in scientific knowledge, but the resulting gains in new therapies and improved human health have been proportionally smaller.\(^5\)

Their research presents evidence that our increased investments in science and healthcare are not efficient and have cost taxpayers billions of dollars in the process. In fact, they describe their results as a “cautionary tale,” which they hope will motivate new efforts to influence the efficiency of science in creating practical applications.

One 2010 study published in *PLOS Medicine* documented that of 500 compounds shown to be effective at reducing the effects of stroke in animals, only two have shown any signs of helping human stroke patients recover.\(^6\) A more updated review on this same topic from 2014 reported that “in stroke medicine, despite decades of immense human, animal, and financial investment, animal models have failed to yield a single neuroprotective treatment for humans.”\(^7\)

And yet, regardless of the voluminous and compelling information on the invalidity of animal research, vast sums are still sustaining it. A 2015 study reported that over $28 billion is spent on preclinical research every year, the vast majority of which is conducted using animals.\(^8\)

Much of the animal research conducted with these funds is never cited after publication, or worse, never makes it to publication.

Of basic animal research projects that are published, only a small percentage are ever cited in human medical journals. In fact, an author at the Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics, found that only 97
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\(^5\) Bowen and Casadevall, 2015, p. 11337.
\(^6\) van der Worp et al, 2010.
\(^7\) Pound et al, 2014.
\(^8\) Freedman et al, 2015.
(8.2%) of the 1,183 animal studies followed over a 12-year period were cited in a clinical study. Of these citations, only four were used to find a statistically relevant correlation between the animal experiments and human outcomes. This is a mere 0.3%. Worse still, as the author writes, “even in these four cases, however, the hypotheses that had been verified successfully in animal experiments failed when applied to humans.”

This pattern of wasted animal experiments defines the current crisis in drug and treatment development, not only for PTSD but for all illnesses. Currently, it costs roughly over $1 billion and 10 years to develop a drug. Further, the rate at which new drugs are approved has plummeted from 40 years ago. Of the drugs developed that pass animal trials, over 90% fail in subsequent human trials. But the exorbitant costs in research and development are not the only expense created by animal experimentation.

Drug companies and the healthcare system are also overburdened with a massive amount of post-approval failures, ensuing lawsuits, and loss in value. For instance, one study found that the average loss in company value is around $114 million for every withdrawn or failed product. Between 1999 and 2009, more than 30 million prescriptions were written for each of nine drugs (a total of more than 270 million prescriptions) that were ultimately withdrawn from the market or relabeled with black-box lethal side effects. And these were drugs that had been previously approved by the FDA. These figures do not include the massive untold costs experienced by the suffering patients and their families.

These widespread and sweeping failures have led to a decline in support for animal research. An analysis conducted by prominent epidemiologists at the Yale University Schools of Public Health and Medicine in 2014 reported significant cuts to basic research, which includes exploratory animal research:

Public funding bodies are becoming aware of the lack of return on investment, and public and charitable spending on basic research has decreased in the UK from 68.3% in 2004-5 to 59.4%
Because each translational failure represents a significant loss of invested capital, more companies and researchers are turning to non-animal methods and human-based research strategies. In Europe, drug companies have already cut animal testing by more than 25% from 2005 to 2009 and are decreasing reliance on animal experiments because each translational failure represents enormous losses in capital.\textsuperscript{14}

Worldwide, pharmaceutical companies are scaling back or outrightly abandoning drug-discovery programs in neuroscience due to excessive failures with mental health drugs following years of expensive clinical trials. This includes Pfizer and Merck in the U.S., GlaxoSmithKline and AstraZeneca in the UK, and Novartis and Sanofi in Europe.\textsuperscript{15}

Today all drug companies are feeling the fallout from lack of translation from animal data to successful human medical outcomes. Medical research and development companies have recognized the problem and are calling for new guidelines to retool the ailing industry with more effective methodologies. A report issued by a conglomeration of drug discovery companies in the UK concluded in 2018–2019 that every effort must be made to develop key technologies that humanize drug discovery. The report advocates the use of complex human cell models in place of animal experiments as a blueprint for success in pharmaceutical research.\textsuperscript{16}

The most cost-effective and ethical use of funding for PTSD lies in providing proven therapies to all patients and giving therapists and counselors the tools they need to reach the widest number of patients possible. Research funding should be awarded to those scientists who are exploring the modalities discussed in section III to develop a human understanding of the disease pathology.

A cost analysis of 70 veterans who received prolonged exposure (PE) therapy or cognitive processing therapy (CPT) demonstrated

\textsuperscript{13} Pound \textit{et al}, 2014, p. 2 of Abstract.

\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Ibid}.

\textsuperscript{15} Abbott, 2011.

\textsuperscript{16} The BioIndustry Association and the Medicines Discovery Catapult, 2018 and 2019.
substantial reductions in mental health service use and costs. The authors report:

This statistically significant reduction in service consumption resulted in a 39.4% reduction in direct costs from an average of $5173.20 in the year before treatment to $3133.10 in the year following treatment per veteran. … These preliminary findings are the first to demonstrate that within veteran samples, the successful completion of PE and CPT for PTSD significantly reduces mental health service utilization and outweighs the investment cost of providing these services.17

This massive savings of upwards of $2,000 per veteran per year would mean significant savings to U.S. taxpayers.

Conclusion

Animal research for PTSD is an ill-advised financial endeavor. As seen in previous sections of this report, there are already effective treatments for PTSD and the so-called “animal model” of PTSD is deeply flawed and invalid. Disseminating evidence-based treatments for PTSD could save nearly $138 million a year, according to one analysis. Researchers have shown that when cognitive therapies were implemented for the treatment of PTSD, cost-effectiveness was increased by 150% over other methods, but only 10% of PTSD patients currently receive cognitive therapy.18

Thorough cost analysis demonstrates that funding for animal research on PTSD is a misguided, broken, and unethical venture. It is already declining as scientists and funders recognize its serious weaknesses and overall unreliability. To continue to fund animal-based projects in light of the powerful evidence against it is a grave disservice to veterans, all PTSD victims, victims’ families, and untold numbers of animals forced to endure useless and futile suffering.

Disseminating evidence-based treatments for PTSD could save $138 million a year.

---

17 Meyers et al, p. 97.
18 Foa et al, 2013.
VII. Conclusions

This report has given a comprehensive overview of the current trends in PTSD research and treatment. It has provided insight into the various cost-effective and viable treatments that are available to manage this debilitating condition, thereby giving hope to those who suffer from PTSD. Some of these methods have an exceptionally efficacious therapeutic effect, gaining results over a remarkably short period of time.

The report has also provided evidence of the available human-specific methodology to research the pathophysiology of PTSD, as well as human-relevant research into effective drugs that can alleviate symptoms of the disorder. Such methodology is humane, non-invasive, and relevant to the species for which such research is directed: humans.

The immense trauma imposed on animals has been reviewed. Having detailed the extent of animal work being done, the report went on to discuss the high financial as well as moral costs of such experimentation. Additionally, the report offered much evidence that such research is invalid and has little to no bearing on the human condition. It is becoming increasingly evident that animal research is dangerous, unethical, and unreliable, particularly when applied to complex neuropsychiatric disorders such as PTSD.

A recent review in the Netherlands and Germany concluded that the translational value of animal studies may be difficult to prove and that more questions need to be asked regarding the ethics and validity of using animals in research.¹ These authors also remarked that it is impossible to assess several symptoms of neuropsychiatric disorders objectively if animals are used as models of the disorder.

Seifirad and Haghpanah give several examples where drug development using animals has failed. They denounce the use of animals in the majority of research and list a broad array of human pathological conditions for which animal research has proven useless and indefensible. They offer suggestions on how to remedy the situation that include a focus on human-centered research.² These
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² Seifirad and Haghpanah, 2019.
authors specifically mention the failures of animal models in neuropathology.

The evidence is overwhelming: If humans are to benefit from medical and clinical advancements, existing, effective therapies must be adequately disseminated to patients, and animals must be factored out of the research equation. Funding organizations must take into account the invalidity of animal research and cease funding such projects, instead investing in ethical, effective, reliable, human-based methodology. It is up to lawmakers and funders to ensure that science remains bound to the ideal of promoting human outcomes. Eliminating animal research in PTSD and other mental illnesses is essential to accomplishing this goal.
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